It Is Not Only the Meniscus That Flips—A Case of TFCC Tear with a Flipped Fragment in the Distal Radioulnar Joint
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Abstract

Acute wrist injuries with ongoing ulnar-sided wrist pain warrant a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to diagnose ligamentous injuries. Triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) tears have been classified and described in the literature but complex tear patterns have limited representation. Bucket-handle tears of the TFCC represent only 0.5% of TFCC tears and have recently been identified, posing a diagnostic and management challenge. Preoperative diagnosis is possible with MRI and necessary for optimal and early surgical management. The authors describe a unique case of a flipped tear of the central disc of the TFCC, where the fragment was flipped into the distal radioulnar joint, a site hidden during routine arthroscopy.
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Introduction

Posttraumatic and unresolving ulnar-sided wrist pain is one of the major indications for a wrist magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The underlying clinical suspicion in these cases is of a triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) tear. Palmer¹ classified traumatic TFCC tears into four categories that were further expanded by Atzei and Luchetti² who subclassified peripheral tears. Atzei and Luchetti rejuvenated the concept of TFCC tears comparing it to an “iceberg” instead of the usual “hammock” and accentuated the stabilizing action of the deeper portion of the TFCC. More recently, additional tear variations have been noted, which appear to have a frequency of one in 200 MRI scans.³ We describe one such case with a complex TFCC tear in which the torn fragment is displaced and flipped into distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ).

Case Report

A 34-year-old male patient presented with ongoing wrist pain after a motor-bike accident. On clinical examination, focal tenderness was elicited at the ulnar styloid and the patient mentioned discomfort with supination and pronation. The piano key sign was positive suggesting DRUJ instability.

Wrist radiographs were unremarkable and the patient was referred for an MRI of the wrist that revealed an interesting tear pattern of the TFCC. The central disc was torn and flipped into the DRUJ with attenuation of the dorsal radioulnar ligament. The volar radioulnar ligament, the foveal and styloid attachments of the TFCC, and the ulnomeniscal homolog were intact. The ulnotriquetral and ulnolunate ligaments were also intact. The patient was noted to have mild positive ulnar variance (►Fig. 1).
The patient underwent reconstructive arthroscopy with removal of the fragment from the DRUJ.

**Discussion**

The TFCC is a complex structure with multiple parts—articular disc, meniscus homolog, distal radioulnar ligaments, ulnocarpal and ulnar collateral ligament, ulnomeniscal homolog, and extensor carpi ulnaris tendon sheath.\(^4,5\)

Clinical presentation differs with the location of a TFCC tear—if the peripheral TFCC is torn, the patient will experience a constant pain limiting range of motion; while a central tear will result in pain with pronation and supination.\(^4\)–\(^8\)

However, the clinical examination can remain challenging, necessitating imaging for planning further management. MRI is the preferred modality for assessing the TFCC that itself has a complex anatomy. Palmer and Atzei\(^1,2\) classified TFCC tears to better characterize them and assist in making management decisions. There remains limited discussion of injuries to the dorsal components and complex tear anatomies.

Literature search revealed that the first case of a displaced TFCC tear was described in 2011 by Theumann et al\(^9\) who described the pattern as a “bucket-handle” tear, reminiscing the more widely known and described bucket-handle tears of the menisci of the knee. The torn fragment was flipped under itself. Since then, two cases have been described by Jose et al\(^4\) and another by Toye\(^10\) with the fragment being flipped either in the pre-styloid recess or in the DRUJ, the latter being similar to the index case (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 1](image1.png) Index case with a flipped fragment (encircled) in the distal radioulnar joint (DRUJ). (A) Coronal proton density fat saturated (PDFS) image demonstrating intact styloid (arrow) and foveal (solid arrow) attachments of triangular fibrocartilage complex with the meniscal homolog (asterisk). The solid horizontal lines depict the mild positive ulnar variance. (B) Flipped fragment in the DRUJ (encircled) with intact ulnar collateral ligament (arrow). (C) Sagittal PDFS image demonstrating the flipped component into the volar aspect of DRUJ (encircled) with attenuated dorsal radioulnar ligament (arrow). (D) Axial PDFS image demonstrating the flipped fragment (encircled) on the volar aspect of the DRUJ.

![Fig. 2](image2.png) Diagrammatic representation of the “bucket handle” tear of the central disc of the triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC): (A) Index case with the central disc flipped in the distal radioulnar joint (green), radioulnar ligaments with foveal and styloid attachments of the TFC (red), ulnolunate (UL) and ulnotriquetral (UT) ligaments, ulnomeniscal homolog (MH), ulnar collateral ligament (UCL), and the extensor carpi ulnaris subsheath (ECU). (B) Another type of flipped TFCC tear described in the literature with the disc (green) flipped upon itself. (C) The third type of flipped TFCC tear with the torn fragment (green) flipped in the pre-styloid recess.
A study by Boutin and Fritz published in 2021 found the frequency of such “complex” tear anatomies with flipped fragment to be 0.5%. They also described a “comma sign” in which the flipped fragment is connected to the TFCC via a pedicle.

The TFCC and radioulnar ligaments play an important role in stabilization of the DRUJ. Identifying peripheral tears is necessary as they are more amenable to surgical repair. During routine wrist arthroscopy, the DRUJ is a “blind spot.” Displaced TFCC fragments can thus be missed, necessitating identification on MRI for optimal management as flipped fragments can be associated with pain, joint obstruction, mechanical symptoms, reduced supination, and early DRUJ arthrosis.

**Conclusion**

Complex tears of the TFCC have not been traditionally classified and pose a diagnostic and management challenge. The authors describe a bucket-handle tear of the central disc with the flipped fragment lying in the DRUJ, a rare tear pattern. Preoperative diagnosis is necessary for the surgeon to prepare for DRUJ arthroscopy, and remove and repair the flipped fragment to prevent development of early arthrosis.
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